PRESS RELEASE
Blur-free action images with Dobot:

Smartphone gimbal Rigiet now comes
with GoPro mount and price reduction!




Dobot’s smartphone gimbal Rigiet now comes with
GoPro mount
Permanent price reduction to RRP 199€
Now available for dealers at Wentronic

Braunschweig, April 17, 2018 – Hollywood-like videos with
smartphone or action cams – this is made possible by Rigiet
from Dobot, an image stabilizer (gimbal) available at
Wentronic. For dealers, the Braunschweig-based family-run
company has two good news: the popular smartphone
gimbal is now equipped with a bracket for GoPro action
cams as standard. After a permanent price reduction Rigiet
now is also available for RRP 199 Euro.
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Rigiet is not only suitable for hobby filmmakers, but also for
professional users who value sharp, shake-free images in
every situation. The new GoPro mount, which is supplied as
standard with every Rigiet, makes the gimbal ideal for
outdoor and sports activities. The robust and at the same
time light design also contribute to this. The mount is
compatible with all GoPro models.
Three unique, patented precision motors enable unrivalled
image stabilization and motif tracking using the auto track
function. The control panel integrated into the handle
facilitates control, so that it is possible to quickly switch
between photo and video mode and the front and rear
camera. Zooming and selecting filters and settings are made
easy. The Rigiet gimbal also impresses in terms of comfort
thanks to an ergonomic mount.
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The sky’s the limit in terms of creativity: countless effects
and image editing opportunities such as filters, slow motion,
and time lapse can be accessed via the free smartphone
app.
The smartphone gimbal Rigiet is now available to retailers
via www.wentronic.com.

About Dobot:
Dobot is a leading supplier of robotic arm solutions from China. Dobot technology is
entertaining, easy to use and offers endless possibilities. Together we make the
world different - from the first desktop robot arm to the MINT robot kit. Dobot never
stops! For more information about Rigiet and other Dobot products, please visit
https://www.dobot.cc/.

About Wentronic:
Wentronic is a mid-size, family-owned company in Braunschweig. As a distributor
for accessories in the area of consumer electronics, the corporate group records
annual sales of more than 50 million EUR, has over 300 employees at six locations
in Europe and Asia, and markets around 12,000 items from stock. Wentronic is
represented internationally by a large trading network. Additional information at
www.wentronic.com.
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